School Council meeting 28/11/2017 – 2.30pm

Present – Staff- Miss Appleton, Mrs Tolley, Mrs Freeman, Mr Main
Students- Meghan, Sean P, Danyal, Grace, Courtney W, Matthew, Adam, Zafran

Purpose of meeting
To discuss end of term
I began the meeting by congratulating the council on the question that they created for the Level 3
Teaching Assistant interviews that were held last week. The question was commented on by a few of
the candidates stating what a good question that it was. I informed them that some staff that they
were familiar with had been appointed and would be returning in January to work alongside them.
I brought along the rota that I have created for Mrs Piper to help her with the tidying of the dining
hall, as she had left for the day Zafran is keeping hold of it until tomorrow and will safely pass it on.
Next I asked Adam to feedback to the council members as to the outcome of his discussion with Mr
Smith regarding the leaf situation. Adam confirmed that he had spoken to Mr Smith and that
currently we don’t have any bins that the leaves could go into once they are swept up. Some
compost bins are going to be created for this purpose. Mr Main did inform us that the problem with
the leaves is not quite as bad as it was following the removal of two and a half tonnes yesterday by
Dudley Council.
Mrs Sparkes has requested that it might be a good idea to start thinking about the end of term and
to get some ideas of films that students enjoy watching and also ideas for songs that could be played
at the disco. We started by having a think about next month Matthew knew that it was December
and that it was going to be Christmas. Zafran and Sean said that the Brier and Sutton school would
be attending the Post 16 Christmas Coffee Morning. Meghan thought that if there was going to be a
disco then it could have Christmas songs, everyone agreed and were taking that point back to classes
to be discussed.
A favourite film was suggested by each member;









Matthew – Arthur Christmas
Sean – Flintstone Christmas (“cartoon Fred dresses up as Santa in Bedrock)
Grace – The Snowman
Courtney – Frozen
Danyal – Elf
Meghan – “The dog Christmas film”
Zafran – The Gaurdian
Adam – The Grinch

The thinking point for this week to take back to classes to be discussed is films and music, hopefully
we will have a good selection to give to Mrs Sparkes following next week’s meeting.

Meeting closed 2.48pm

